Abstract. It is suggested to combine gauge and Yukawa interactions into one expression ΨID /Ψ where ID / is the generalized Dirac operator associated with a superconnection ID = D + L, L being linked to the Higgs field (one doublet for simplicity). We advocate a version of the Minimal Standard Model where the Higgs mechanism gives masses to the neutrinos and a CKM matrix to the leptons. Apart from a parameter µ ≈ 80 GeV setting the mass scale, the (dimensionless) free parameters of three fermion generations are squeezed into one operator h, invariant under gauge transformations. As we are free to choose h, the predictive power is rather limited. Still, the fine structure constant and the weak couplings remain unaffected: α −1 = 128π/3, g = 1/2, g ′ /g = 3/5. There are three relations that fix the masses of the Z, the W ± , and the Higgs, given the masses of all fermions. The present data are consistent with m H ≈ 160 GeV. Without these data, m H ≥ √ 2 m W on general grounds.
Introduction
It is fair to say that, at present, the Standard Model belongs to the category of most thoroughly tested and best confirmed physical theories [1] . But the secret is that no one truly understands it. At least not in the way we understand QED or QCD. It appears that the vast number of free parameters, speculations about the number of Higgs doublets, and the ad-hoc definition of the Higgs potential defy easy analysis. With each new generation of fundamental fermions the unknowns have multiplied. The neutrinos may or may not have masses. It remains undecided whether nature provides another CKM matrix for the leptons. In the long run, the struggle for a better understanding will perhaps be resolved by resorting to string theory (Mtheory or other oracles). In the meantime we might be content with modest explanations using constructions in ordinary (commutative) differential geometry. One concept, which convincingly illuminates the role of the Higgs field, comes under the heading superconnection. Implied is the concept of a generalized Dirac operator which unites gauge and Yukawa couplings in one term.
In [2] we showed how the Higgs field fits into the framework of superconnections on some superbundle with structure group U (n). We then proposed to take n = 2 to construct a model of gauge fields and two Higgs doublets. In [3] we added leptons to the model to see how gauge and Yukawa interactions can be combined by passing from a superconnection to the associated Dirac operator. Constructing such a model was a decisive step towards an understanding of the structure of more realistic theories. Of course, without quarks the leptonic model was not free of anomalies and thus called for an extension incorporating essential features of the Standard Model. A short account of such an attempt appeared in [4] where the gauge group G was assumed to be a subgroup of SU (5) . Parallel to this work we opened a discussion in [5] and [6] on the mathematical background which we now refer to for deeper insight when pursuing the analysis of the Standard Model begun in [4] a little further. Also, since we are dealing here with a chiral model, the question of consistency (absence of local nonabelian anomalies) arises. This problem has been dealt with and settled in [7] .
The present exposition of the subject aims to provide motivation and practical tools rather than mathematical abstraction. Its goal is to arrive at predictions with minimal technical machinery.
The Gauge Group of the Standard Model
The Standard model, extending of the earlier Weinberg-Salam model of electroweak interactions, is a gauge theory based on the Lie algebra Lie G ∼ = su(3) ⊕ su(2) ⊕ u(1) .
Though the gauge group G is well defined locally, its global structure remains obscure unless we add further assumptions. Obviously, no restriction on the spectrum of the hypercharge Y is to be expected on the basis of u(1) = iR alone. Nor would one be able to argue that the conditions Q + Y ∈ Z and 3Y ∈ Z are satisfied where Q denotes the electric charge. Still, in the vicinity of the unit, a possible difference between various choices of G would not be felt at all, but globally it would: G will dictate the subset of allowed representations of Lie G and, therefore, the structure of particle multiplets admitted by the setup. The present approach borrows from the idea that any grand unified theory, perhaps any theory beyond the Standard Model, ought to encorporate the gauge group SU (5) in one way or another. As for the minimal version of the Standard Model, we require that G be a subgroup of SU (5) consistent with (1), i.e., we define G = {(u, v) ∈ U (3) × U (2) | det u · det v = 1} (2) and let the embedding G → SU (5) be given by
It is easy to see that the Lie algebra Lie G has indeed the required structure given by (1) . The relation of the group G to the color group SU (3) and the electroweak group U(2) is expressed by the following exact sequence
where j(u) = (u, 1) and s(u, v) = v. Inspite of the relationship (3), the group G cannot be identified with the direct product SU (3) × U (2). It is still correct to say that the color group SU (3) of quantum chromodynamics is embedded in G as a subgroup. But the gauge group U (2) of the SalamWeinberg Theory is recovered here only as the quotient G/SU (3). This fact deserves careful attention: it explains why the hypercharge Y assumes fractional values. More specifically, the quotient structure accounts for the existence of values that are multiples of 1/3. The theory of leptons, gauge and Higgs particles is built around the assumption that the hypercharge Y is the generator of U (1), subgroup and center of U (2). As these groups constitute proper symmetries (before spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place), the hypercharge is integer-valued for all leptonic states. When quarks are added, the picture changes. With quarks, the group U (1) fails to be a subgroup of G and hence cannot be regarded a symmetry though there is a related groupŨ (1) which can. To see more clearly the emergence of a fractional spectrum we consider the exact sequence 1−→Z 3
obtained from the groups in (3) by restricting to the centers. In more detail:
• The centerŨ (1) of G consists of elements diag(e iβ , e iβ , e iβ , e iα , e iα ) ∈ SU (5) satisfying (e iβ ) 3 (e iα ) 2 = 1. It may conveniently be looked upon as a one-dimensional closed subgroup of the two-torus:
U (1) = {(e iβ , e iα ) | 3β + 2α = 0 mod 2π}.
• The cyclic group Z 3 of order three is formed by the complex solutions of z 3 = 1. The injection j takes z into (z, 1) ∈Ũ (1).
• The surjection s maps (e iβ , e iα ) to e iα ∈ U (1) where U(1) relates to the hypercharge.
When it comes to particle multiplets, we must focus on the symmetry group U (1) since its generator has an integer-valued spectrum. Being a threefold cover of U(1), the groupŨ (1) is not connected in a direct manner with Y but rather with 3Y . Phrased differently, the covering map s :Ũ (1) → U (1) admits a local inverse
and hence, at least locally (for small α), the group U (1) is represented by a phase factor e −iαY in any unitary irreducible representation of G, in such a way that 3Y becomes an integer. In the leptonic sector, spontaneous symmetry breaking selects another one-parameter subgroup of U (2) which remains unbroken and gives rise to the concept of electric charge. By convention, this subgroup is
Therefore, the charge Q assumes integer values in this sector. Again, with quarks the situation changes. The group U (1) Q being no longer a symmetry is replaced by its three-fold cover,
Locally, we may put β = −α/3 andŨ (1) Q = e −iαQ such that 3Q ∈ Z. Summarizing, the hypercharge and the electric charges are represented on C 5 by the following traceless matrices: 
The G-Supermodule of Fermions
By construction, there is a natural irreducible unitary action of the gauge group G on the space
with subspaces C 3 and C 2 carrying fundamental representations of the color group SU(3) and the weak-isospin group SU (2) respectively. But, passage to the Z 2 -graded exterior algebra
is very essential if we want to let G act on a superspace. For a general discussion and details concerning the exterior algebra as a superspace we refer to [5] . It is apparent that the induced unitary representation of G on C 5 is reducible. We take the view that C 5 is the basic G-module for fermions. Quarks and leptons of one generation will be grouped according to the irreducible parts of the representation . In addition, there is another space C 3 , not a G-module, which describes the flavor degrees of freedom. While we refer to C 5 as the G-supermodule of fermions, we call the tensor product
the inner space, because it incorporates all inner degrees of freedom. We now turn to the structure of the G-supermodule. From (8) and the natural isomorphism (of vector spaces)
where
We call
the parity operator in C 5 . Within a generation of fermions, each multiplet (left-or right-handed) is associated with one of the following irreducible representations of G,
whose dimension is
To find its hypercharge we use Eq. (5):
We thus obtain the fundamental relation
and distinguish lepton fields : p = 0 or 3 quark fields : p = 1 or 2.
The electric charge then satisfies the formula of Gell-Mann-Nishijima 4 Choosing a Basis in C
5
To describe the field ψ in more conventional terms we need to construct a basis of eigenvectors in C 5 . Such a construction starts from a basis in C 5 .
There is in fact a standard basis e i ∈ C 5 such that (e i ) j = δ ij . A basis e I in C 5 is then given by
where I runs over all subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} including the empty set ∅. We simply have to identify the numbers k, p, q previously introduced. Given any subset I,
• k is the number of elements in I taken from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
• p is the number of elements in I taken from {1, 2, 3},
• q is the number of elements in I taken from {4, 5}.
We shall often write |I| in place of k, and the complement of I in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is denoted I c . 
After this assignment of charges, the basis vectors e I can be put in a 1:1 correspondence with the 32 Weyl spinors of the first generation:
Two more tables of this kind exist for the second and third generation. Some remarks are in oder:
• The symbols (including their sign) stand for the components ψ I of the field ψ where the appropriate subset I ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is displayed in the table (11). For instance,
By assumption, all fermions are massless to begin with. Therefore, each entry also represents a particle or antiparticle. The upper half of the table contains the particles ("matter") while the lower half contains the antiparticles ("antimatter").
• Quarks such as u(up) and d(down) come in three colors: i = 1, 2, 3. While quarks transform under the color group according to the representation3, antiquarks transform according to the representation 3. Since both 3 and3 are fundamental irreps of SU (3), interchanging their role, as done here, has no physical effect.
• Together with each spinor the charged conjugate spinor (with upper index c ) also enters the table (12) and so enters the field ψ. Since charge conjugation changes the chirality, we have to make precise what the symbols in (12) really mean. With the d-quark as an example our convention is:
• Contrary to the traditional formalism of the Minimal Standard Model, there is room for a right-handed neutrino. Note that the unconventional fields ν eR and ν c eR transform trivially under the gauge group G.
Thus, the right-handed components do not couple to any gauge field whatsoever which makes it hard to detect them in experiments. These components only couple to the Higgs field and so acquire a mass after symmetry breaking.
• Algebraic reasoning has led us to include certain minus signs in the table (12). One of the reasons is that we want the following condition to be satified:
where σ I is the sign of the permutation taking {I, I c } to its normal order {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. This in particular guarantees that, if (ν e , e) L transforms as a SU (2) doublet, so does the pair
after charge conjugation.
The Concept of a Generalized Majorana Field
The field ψ is thought of as some generalized Dirac field having sufficiently many components ψ I to as to be able to describe all fundamental fermions of one generation. For its mathematical construction we need to introduce the spinor space S, basic to any Dirac field. Since its structure depends merely on the choice of spacetime (of even dimension in any case), we call S the outer space. In the language of [4] , S is a Clifford supermodule, i.e., a linear space on which the γ matrices act, carrying a Z 2 -grading
given by the chirality, the eigenvalues ±1 of γ 5 . Field components taking values in S + (S − ) are said to be right-handed (left-handed).
In addition, we have assumed that there is another superspace, C 5 , graded by the parity κ of exterior powers. This space, specific to the Standard Model, is the same for all fermion generations. Since we wish to relate the chirality in S to the parity in C 5 , the field ψ is required to take values in the even part of the tensor product E = C 5 ⊗ S which is
In order to write ψ in terms of its components ψ I we use the basis e I for the inner space as constructed in the previous section. With respect to the tensor product C 5 ⊗ S, we decompose the field ψ as
The condition ψ ∈ E + translates into
Hence, ψ I is right(left)-handed depending on whether |I| is even(odd). Two operations of similar nature, one in C 5 and one in S, will play an important role:
• The Hodge operator * : C 5 → C 5 is antilinear and acts on the basis as
where σ I is the sign of the permutation taking {I, I c } to its normal order {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Since |I| + |I c | =odd, the Hodge operator is parity changing:
Note that σ I c = σ I (valid in odd dimensions) making the Hodge * an involutive operator: * 2 = 1l
• The charge conjugation S → S, s → s c , is antilinear, involutive and reverses the chirality:
The identification parity in C 5 = chirality in S suggests to couple both operations, resulting in a single antilinear operator
Though the * operator now changes matter into antimatter and vice versa, it should not be confused with "charge conjugation" in the traditional sense,
which is not a symmetry. Using (13) and (18) we find * ψ(x) =
A generalized Dirac field ψ based on the G-module C 5 is said to be selfdual 1 or a generalized Majorana field if it satisfies the relation * ψ = ψ.
It is a trivial matter to combine the Dirac fields ψ f (f = 1, 2, 3) of three generations to a single master field:
where (ǫ i ) 3 i=1 denotes the standard basis in C 3 , the flavor space. For consistency, the * operator must also act on C 3 in an antilinear manner. We let it coincide with complex conjugation. Hence, if A is some matrix in End C 3 , then * A * stands for the complex conjugate matrix. The fundamental relation * ψ f = ψ f , valid in each generation, is now equivalent to stating that * Ψ = Ψ.
Analysis of Operators
The complex space C 5 we started from not only provides a natural basis (e i ) 5 i=1 but is also equipped with a Hermitian structure given by the standard scalar product.
Supposing V is any Hermitian vector space, one associates a multiplication operator ǫ(v) to any v ∈ V , acting on the exterior algebra,
and lets ι(v) be its adjoint with respect to the induced Hermitian structure in V . In the language of Fock spaces, these operators are said to be creation and annihilation operators respectively. It is evident that they are of odd type, i.e., they change the parity of elements in V . We state this property as
With V = C 5 we put b i = ǫ(e i ) and b * i = ι(e i ) so as to obtain the usual anticommutation relations:
The key observation is that lifting matrices a = (a ik ) ∈ End C 5 to observables now admits an explicit description:
To put it more formally, θ(a) is a derivation of the algebra C 5 . As for us, θ(a) is simply a linear operator of even type. Being a G-module, C 5 carries a representation θ of Lie G. Note that the map θ constructed above extends the representation of the Lie algebra.
Some of the previously introduced observables receive a new description:
The significance of the operators p and q is that they generate the algebra of operators, invariant under gauge transformations. This algebra, also referred to as the commutant ( G) ′ , is abelian and 12-dimensional: there are 4(3) possible values for p(q).
Global gauge transformations act on the operators b i as they would act on the basis e i :
.
The Hodge operator * has already been seen to play a prominent role. We shall now elaborate on its properties a little further. Recall first that * 2 = 1l. Second, we have * p * = 3 − p, * q * = 2 − q .
Third, the Hodge operator interchanges b i and b * i apart from possible sign change: (9) for the definition of the parity operator κ. As a consequence, we get
Let a ∈ End C 5 be arbitrary. From (22) and the antilinearity of * , * θ(a) * =
In particular, * θ(a) * = θ(a) , a ∈ su(5)
thanks to a * = −a and tr a = 0, and ultimately:
This is to demonstrate that we cannot dispense with the trace condition tr a = 0, i.e., the demand that G be a subgroup of SU (5), if we want the consistency condition (25) to be satisfied. While elements of the Lie algebra are unchanged under the * operation, their Hermitian counterparts iθ(a) pick up a minus sign owing to antilinearity, and so do the charges:
This is in accord with the conception, formulated before, that the Hodge * converts particles into antiparticles.
The Higgs Field
There is no other way than to assume that particles receive their masses through the Higgs mechanism. As explained in [2] and [6] , the mechanism works well only if the Higgs field is an odd operator on the internal Z 2 -graded space. In the present situation, this space is
endowed with the obvious grading V ± = ± C 5 ⊗ C 3 . With one Higgs
of hypercharge Y = −1, there is more than one choice for the Higgs field Φ if we want Φ to act as an operator on the (rather large) internal space V , merely requiring that φ transforms properly under the gauge group. As perceived by the founders of the Standard Model, this freedom of choice shows up in the appearance of a variety of undetermined Yukawa coupling constants, one for each elementary fermion field. Traditional thinking forbids to combine the elementary fermion fields into a single mathematical entity, as the constituents couple differently to the Higgs doublet φ.
In essence, what we suggest here is to look at the freedom of fixing parameters (such as Yukawa couplings) from a different perspective. Recalling that the commutant ( G) ′ ⊂ End C 5 is nontrivial, we are free to choose some invariant operator
and to define the Higgs field by
2 Normally, the Higgs field is thought of as a (Y = 1) doublet (φ+, φ0). We prefer to work instead with φ1 = φ * 0 and φ2 = −φ * + . Note that φ1 has zero electric charge while φ2 has the charge Q = −1. so as to have some field acting on the inner space C 5 ⊗ C 3 . A gauge transformation, taking Φ into g Φ g −1 , reveals that the complex scalar fields φ i transform as desired.
In general, the invariant operator (26) is determined by providing 12 matrices h(p, q) ∈ End C 
Recall that * h(p, q) * means complex conjugation of matrix elements in conjunction with the replacements p → 3 − p and q → 2 − q. Therefore, another way to write the condition (30) is
where A T denotes the transpose of a matrix A ∈ End C 3 . Summarizing, among the matrices h(p, q) (q > 0), only four have to be fixed in order to determine them all. Summarizing:
We are working with a common Yukawa coupling set equal to unity and hide all free parameters, such as the entries of the fermion mass matrix, in the definition of h.
Presently, there does not seem to exist a convincing theoretical argument that would settle the question as to the origin of h and completely determine the matrices h(p, q) entering the mass operator. We need first to understand the mathematical origin of the flavor symmetry. Given the form of h, the next step is to allege that the Higgs field Φ enters the Dirac operator in a symmetrized form
so as to satisfy
Spontaneous symmetry breaking gives rise to a condensate,
and hence to a fermion mass operator
Note the difference: while the symmetry breaking parameter r is but an ordinary constant (to be obtained from the Higgs potential), the condensate Φ c and the mass operator M are still operators of odd type. In terms of the mass matrices m(p, q) ∈ End C 3 the relation * m * =m may be written:
The spectrum of M 2 describes the fermion masses (squared). The components m(p, q) of M refer to subgroups of particles, each group containing three particles of the same (p, q)-type but different flavor. As is clear now, the relation (37) guarantees that particles and antiparticles receive equal masses.
Superconnections, Generalized Dirac Operators, and the Fermionic Action
Recall the interpretation 3 of the gauge field A as a connection 1-form, i.e., Euclidean spacetime is modelled by some four-dimensional Riemannian manifold M , and A takes values in T * M ⊗ Lie G. Our main interest lies in the lifted fieldÂ = θ(A) taking values in T * M ⊗ End + C 5 . In local coordinates,
A superconnection (see [6] for details) extends the notion of a gauge connection and is given by some first-order differential operator of odd type,
acting on sections of the bundle T * M ⊗ C 5 , where d denotes the exterior derivative, D the covariant derivative, and L the Higgs field. Generally speaking, L could also include n-forms (n = 1) preserving the oddness of ID (with respect to the total Z 2 -grading of T * M ⊗ C 5 ).
With a Riemannian manifold one associates a Clifford bundle C(M ), an action c of each Clifford algebra C(T * x M ) on the spinor space S (formally the fiber space of the spinor bundle), and γ matrices,
with g µν the metric tensor. Spinor fields take values in the space
To use the language of [6] , F is a twisted Clifford supermodule with V the twisting space. With a superconnection ID one associates the (generalized) Dirac oper-
acting on spinor fields such that
What appears to be a local construct, actually makes sense globally [6] provided M is a spin c manifold. Suppose the manifold M is orientable and ω 0 is a volume form. Then the fermionic action, considered as a functional of the master field Ψ, is
By construction, the integrand incorporates both gauge and Yukawa interactions. Following [2] we regard Ψ → Ψ as an antilinear map into the dual space which reverses the chirality: Ψ L = Ψ R . We also emphasize that, with regard to functional integration, the (Grassmann) variables Ψ and Ψ are dependent, and a reasonable way to write the functional measure is
with f = 1, 2, 3 and I running over the subsets of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Two important features characterize the ansatz (38) for the Dirac operator.
1. The operator p (but not q) commutes with ID /:
One consequence is that the baryon number and the lepton number are preserved in interactions: leptons and quarks do not couple at vertices of Feynman diagrams. Another is that matter is not converted into antimatter. Though matter and antimatter may annihilate to yield gauge and Higgs particles.
2. The * operator anticommutes with ID / and hence commutes with iID /: * (iID /) * = iID / .
This fact follows from 4 * γ µ * = −γ µ , (24) and (34). The property (43) of the Dirac operator implies that, if Ψ is a generalized Majorana field, so is Ψ ′ = iID /Ψ:
and from
The two properties of the Dirac operator stated above suggest decomposing Ψ into (anti)matter fields by projecting onto the p =even(odd) parts:
The fact that the * operator switches between matter and antimatter is now reflected by the relation * ψ M = ψ A . The antimatter field is thus seen to be a redundant variable and, if desired, may be eliminated from the action functional using
The functional measure (41) now assumes the standard form dψ M dψ M . The matter field may be decomposed even further so as to extract singlet and doublet components:
Owing to the term L, part of the Dirac operator and anticommuting with q, the Dirac operator induces transitions S → D and D → S. Also, since
the field ψ M S is right-handed while ψ M D is left-handed. 4 The relation * γ µ = −γ µ * is our way of stating that (γ µ ψ) c = −γ µ ψ c in ordinary Dirac theory.
Currents
It is useful to see how currents emerge from the ansatz (40). For this we need only evaluateÂ / = θ(A /) in some basis. Let (−it a ) 12 a=1 be any basis in Lie G (so that t * a = t a ). If the gauge field A has real components A a µ given by iA µ = A a µ t a , then
The representation of gauge couplings in terms of currents is an immediate result:
Inspection shows that all currents preserve both p and q in the following sense:
Each current can therefore be decomposed into constituents with a definite (p, q) assignment:
There is no current for the right-handed neutrino: j No matter what gauge group G, vectorlike currents are abundant. They form a linear subspace of the space of all currents. While the total space is 12-dimensional, the subspace is 9-dimensional for our choice of G. It is spanned by the electric current and eight currents pertaining to the color group. In other words, the interactions with the photon and the gluons are vectorlike.
There is no unique choice of generators T a for the 3-dimensional quotient space. One choice could be:
It is indeed easily verified that I a b 4 = b 4 I a (a = 1, 2, 3) . The observation made here corresponds to the fact that nature provides three basic parity violating interactions of matter corresponding to the exchange of W ± and Z 0 bosons. The coupling to the massive vector bosons specify the selection of T 's not commuting with b 4 . In passing we mention that, with the group SU (5) replacing G, the quotient space of chiral currents would be 9-dimensional, admitting further parity violating interactions.
The Bosonic Action
In the same way as the Yang-Mills connection 5 D gives rise to the concept of curvature,
µν T a , the superconnection ID gives rise to a generalized curvature [6] ,
where we have identified DL, the covariant derivative of the Higgs field, with the
Without the Higgs field the bosonic action would consist of nothing but the Yang-Mills term:
The precise nature of the invariant |F | 2 better be such that it reduces to
2 in a flat Euclidean universe. Constructing an invariant |F | 2 for 2-forms F with the required property is a well-known procedure. An extension to IF , properly treating p-forms of arbitrary order, has been given and discussed in [2] . It requires various steps.
1.
Step. A basis −it a in Lie G is chosen such that
where T a = θ(t a ) as before.
2.
Step. Since any operator A in C 5 (like T a ) extends to an operator in
we shall not distinguish between A and its extended version, A⊗1l. However when it comes to studying their traces, there would be a distinction unless 'Tr' in C 3 is given another meaning:
The modified trace is but an average. We stipulate that traces, although written Tr A, always include an extra factor 1 3 for operators A in V . This precaution is necessary in order to preserve the validity of relations like (48) or Tr q = 32 and many others.
3.
Step. There is no need for a differential form to be homogeneous (i.e., a p-form). As the construction of IF shows, we are dealing here with very general forms B that are sections of the algebra
Since both T * M and End V are superalgebras, so is their product, and the symbol⊗ accounts for that fact: the tensor product is special for Z 2 -graded algebras [4] . Any element B taking values in B has the following structure 7 :
As dim M = 4, the sum runs over the subsets I ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4} and
Following [2] , we have
where g I = (dx I , dx I ), to be obtained from the Riemannian metric, and g I = 1 in a flat Euclidean universe.
Similar to the procedure in [2] we let the gauge-invariant bosonic action be given by
with µ some mass parameter and
7 Again, we will be content here with a local description.
Below we shall learn that it suffices to take C = 1l. Without the shift operator µ 2 C the minimum of S B would be attained for a flat superconnection: IF = 0. By contrast, the ansatz (50) when taken as classical field theory predicts a constant curvature IF in the ground state. Thanks to the fact that IF splits into p-forms with p = 0, 1, 2, the integrand above consists of three terms only,
which are easily identified as the Yang-Mills term, the covariant kinetic term of the Higgs field, and the Higgs potential. In order to guarantee the correct behavior of the kinetic term, i.e.,
a normalization condition must be satisfied:
As a shorthand, we used φ * φ = |φ 1 | 2 + |φ 2 | 2 .
The Higgs Potential and Symmetry Breaking
In this section, we shall work out the details of the Higgs potential
Starting from (27) and (33) we first evaluate some traces using * C * = C, * Φ * = Φ * , and the * -invariance of the trace:
As a result of this calculation the Higgs potential may be written in terms of three constants:
Apart from the irrelevant V 0 , the other two constants are the Higgs coupling λ = 2Tr q(hh * ) 2 the condensate r = µ 2 Tr qhh * C/Tr q(hh * ) 2 .
The invariant operator C is seen to enter the Higgs potential via two constants only, V 0 and r. There will be no loss of generality when we decide to work C = 1l from now on. This fixes the parameter µ setting the mass scale, and so λr = 4µ 2
owing to the normalization condition (52). The techniques presented here are, for the most part, quite standard. However, we have decided to work with r = v 2 /2 where v is, by convention, the symmetry breaking parameter used in most texts on the subject. Note that in the present framework the Higgs coupling constant λ can never be negative or zero. It cannot be arbitrarily small either. In fact,
The lower bound can be derived as follows. Define averages W = Tr qW/Tr q for operators W acting on C 5 ⊗ C 3 . The obvious inequality W 2 ≥ W 2 for W = hh * together with Tr q = 32 and (52) leads to the lower bound for λ.
As r > 0, we observe a breakdown of symmetry, and choosing the unitary gauge, we have
where ϕ is the neutral scalar Higgs field. To extract its mass, we need only expand the Higgs potential up to second-order terms:
Masses and Coupling Constants of Vector Bosons
To give the particulars of vector bosons we must specify the basis −it a in Lie G obeying (48): We have written down the generators t a as matrices acting on C 3 ⊕ C 2 and made use of the Gell-Mann matrices λ a , which operate on C 3 , and the Pauli matrices σ a , which operate on C 2 . Checking the conditions (48) is facilitated by the relation [7] Tr T a T b = 8 tr t a t b .
With respect to the given basis, the mass matrix 8 m 2 of the 12 vector bosons has matrix elements m
(see [2] for a derivation) whith L c , the 'condensate of L', as in (36). By a straightforward computation using (52), we obtain
Recall that (e i ) 5 i=1 is the standard basis in C 5 . Hence, on the left hand side of (59) we have simply projected the matrix t 
The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues r/5 and 0 are
with θ W the Weinberg angle. The relation sin 2 θ W = 3/8 is typical for a SU (5)-oriented gauge theory.
The change of basis leads to the photon field A 0 µ (x) and the field Z µ (x) of the Z particle given by Zt z + A 0 t 0 = A 3 t 3 + A 4 t 4 . Hence,
The matrix whose eigenvalues are the masses squared.
with the following result:
The value 1/2 obtained for g is consistent with the SW formula m W = gv/2 taking the relations r = v 2 /2 and m 2 W = r/8 into account. The value for g ′ is consistent with the SW formula g ′ /g = tan θ W provided tan θ W = 3/5.
Fermion Masses and CKM Matrices
Recall the structure of the fermion mass matrix M from Section 7. It consists of complex 3 × 3 submatrices m(p, q) where q > 0, each one pertaining to a group of three fermions having the same (p, q) values but different flavor. There are certain relations among the matrices m(p, q) reflecting the matter-antimatter symmetry of M . They allow us to restrict attention to matter fields (p =even). The four families of particles related to (p, q) = (0, 1), (0, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2) are designated ν, ℓ, u, and d. The mass term 
The first equality uses (65), (35), and (60):
Tr M 2 = Tr qmm * = r Tr qhh * = 2r = 16m Prior to its observation, the value of the top quark mass has been predicted [9] on theoretical grounds within a 10% error bracket, certainly one of the greatest triumphs of the Standard Model. Again, the value 2m W for the top mass is off the empirical value (174 ± 7) GeV by 10%. A value for the Higgs mass around 2m W has already been predicted in [2] .
